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Direct Assessment of Protection Operation and
Non-Viable Transients

Chaman Singh and Ian A. Hiskens, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The transients induced in power systems by a large
disturbance can initiate unexpected events such as protection
operation or converter misfiring. This paper proposes a direct
technique for assessing the likelihood of such events. The ap-
proach is based on Lyapunov (energy) function methods, but
with the critical energy redefined to take account of protection
operating characteristics and viability constraints. Power systems
have many protection devices and many constraints that must
be monitored. The paper provides a method of identifying the
subset of protection devices and/or viability constraints that are
most vulnerable for any particular disturbance. Controlling UEP
(unstable equilibrium point) ideas underlie the algorithm.

Index Terms—Lyapunov (energy) functions, power system pro-
tection, power system security assessment, viability constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

V OLTAGES and currents often undergo significant excur-
sions during the transient period following the clearing

of a large disturbance. This can result in unexpected switching
events, which frequently have a detrimental effect on system re-
covery. Examples include,

• voltage collapse, where cascaded protection operation is
often a contributing factor;

• large rotor swings between generators, which can result
in distance protection tripping feeders, possibly leading to
system separation and islanding;

• voltage dips, which may cause motors to stall, contac-
tors to open, and power electronic converters to lose
synchronism.

Therefore, a need exists for techniques that offer a fast and reli-
able way of, 1) assessing whether a disturbance will initiate un-
expected protection and viability-related events, and 2) tuning
protection and control schemes to alleviate such undesirable
events.

Aspects of this have been addressed previously. The concept
of a relay margin was proposed in [1] for providing a measure of
the closeness of a relay to issuing a trip command. This margin
was monitored along the full post-fault system trajectory to as-
sess system vulnerability. Energy function concepts were used
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in [2] for assessing out-of-step protection operation. This work
was based on a heuristic (though fairly accurate) relationship
between the maximum angular deviation of a separating group
of generators and the minimum apparent impedance seen by
out-of-step relays. The ideas were later adapted in [3] to assess
voltage dip. Underlying this extension was another heuristic re-
lationship, between maximum angular deviation and maximum
voltage dip. A more general framework for Lyapunov (energy)
function assessment of constrained systems was given in [4].
We have built on that general framework to rigorously incor-
porate protection operation and viability constraints into direct
stability assessment.

Throughout this paper we will focus largely on protection op-
eration, as it is a more intuitive concept than viability. However,
the ideas extend naturally to viability concerns such as voltage
sags.

Traditionally Lyapunov (energy) function techniques have
been used for assessing whether a disturbance would result in
generator instability [5], [6]. More recently, those techniques
have been extended to load instability scenarios [7]. In general
these tools have been applied to models which exhibit smooth
behavior; an exception being the modeling of generator and
SVC reactive power limits [8]. In all cases though, assessment
of system behavior is based on a comparison of the energy
acquired during the disturbance with a critical value of energy.
This critical energy provides an estimate of the boundary of the
stability region.

Modifications are required to include protection operation
and viability limits in direct security analysis. Rather than the
critical energy reflecting the stability boundary, it must now pro-
vide an estimate of the conditions which induce protection op-
eration or nonviable transients. The first step in determining this
critical energy is to establishprotectionandviability surfaces. A
protection surface is defined as the set of points in state space at
which a protection device operates. Viability surfaces are sim-
ilarly defined. The critical energy is then the amount of energy
that could be acquired by the system such that the post-fault tra-
jectory just touched only one protection or viability surface, i.e.,
the trajectory was tangential to the surface at the point of con-
tact. Acquisition of a larger amount of energy would result in
the system trajectory crossing the surface, and hence in protec-
tion operation or violation of a viability limit.

In [9], [10], we proposed an approach to finding the critical
energy based on minimizing the potential energy over all pro-
tection and viability surfaces. Unfortunately, the minimization
problem is difficult to solve due to its (generally) nonconvex na-
ture, especially for systems containing a large number of relays
and constraints. In such cases it becomes almost impossible to
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incorporate all the protection and viability surfaces into the min-
imization process. It is necessary to reduce the complexity of the
critical energy calculation by reducing the number of relays and
constraints participating in the minimization.

For a particular disturbance, only a subset of all protection
relays and viability limits are likely to play a role. Other relays
and limits are not relevant to that disturbance, and so should
not be included in calculating the critical energy. The former
will be calledrelevant surfaces,whilst the relay or limit which
is encountered first is thecontrolling surface. In this paper we
propose a number of methods of identifying relevant surfaces
and the controlling surface.

The organization of the paper is as follows. System, pro-
tection and viability models are outlined in Section II. In
Section III, the importance of viability in security analysis is
discussed. A method for determining the critical energy is also
provided. Section IV presents methods of identifying relevant
surfaces. The examples of Section V illustrate concepts devel-
oped throughout the paper. Conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. M ODELS

A. System Model

During the development of direct protection assessment con-
cepts, it has been convenient to use a strict Lyapunov function.
Consequently, the power system model must satisfy assump-
tions of the form: classical machine models, constant active
power loads, voltage dependent reactive power loads, and loss-
less system [5]. The exact details of the model can be found in
many places, including [7]. In general terms, the model has a
differential-algebraic (DA) structure

(1)

(2)

where the dynamic statesare:

• generator angles, , ,
• angular velocities, , ,

and the algebraic statesare:

• bus voltage magnitudes,, ,
• bus voltage angles, , .

We shall assume throughout that the Jacobian is nonsin-
gular, i.e., solutions of are well defined.

The corresponding Lyapunov function is

(3)

where

(4)

(5)

For practical applications, the modeling assumptions may be
relaxed. However numerical approximation of path dependent
integrals is then required [5], [6].

Fig. 1. Operating criteria for distance protection.

B. Protection Models and Viability Constraints

Power systems involve many different types of protection de-
vices [11]. Examples include differential, distance and overcur-
rent protection. The operating characteristics of such schemes
can generally be modeled as an inequality

(6)

This is illustrated in the Appendix, where distance protection is
considered. Note that incorporation of out-of-step relay charac-
teristics [11] has not been presented here, but can be handled in
the same way as any other relay operating characteristic. Also
time delays associated with protection devices, for example the
time-coordination delays of zone 2 and 3 distance protection,
have not been modeled.1

System viability constraints can also be modeled in the gen-
eral form (6). For example nonviable voltages can be trivially
represented as

where is a lower bound on acceptable voltage magnitudes.
As mentioned earlier, transient voltage excursions belowcan
result in motors stalling and other undesirable behavior [3].

Each protection operating region, or nonviable region, is de-
fined by a set

(7)

The boundary , defined by , forms the corre-
sponding protection or viability surface.

As an example, each of the mho circles in Fig. 1 can be
mapped into state space using such a relationship. A state space
view of all the zone 1 protection relay characteristics for the

1This is not a major limitation though. A system is considered vulnerable
whenever protection detects a fault. The assessment technique identifies dis-
turbances which place the system in a vulnerable state, even if tripping is not
initiated immediately.
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Fig. 2. Three bus example power system.

Fig. 3. State space view of protection surfaces.

system of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. Each surfaceof the figure
refers to the zone 1 characteristic of the distance protection at
bus on line – . These surfaces together form the boundary of
the viable region. Transients should be constrained within that
region to prevent unplanned switching events.

It is clear that in general the setsare quite nonconvex. This
poses difficulties in solving the minimization associated with
finding the critical energy [10].

III. STABILITY VERSUSVIABILITY

A simple illustration using the three machine undamped
power system of Fig. 2 highlights the importance of taking
protection operation and viability into account in security
analysis. A three phase ground fault at bus 2 was simulated.
Using the controlling UEP (unstable equilibrium point) method
[12], [13] it was found that the critical clearing time and critical
energy were s and , respectively.
The critically cleared system trajectory, estimated using the
controlling UEP, is shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the system
is stable when protection is ignored. However the trajectory
encounters a number of protection surfaces, indicating that
feeders would actually be tripped.

Fig. 4. Critically cleared trajectory, based on controlling UEP.

To take protection action into consideration, the critical en-
ergy should be the minimum amount of energy that could be
acquired by the system such that the post-fault trajectory was
tangential to a protection surface. An estimate of this critical
energy can be obtained by solving the minimization

(8)

where

is given by (5), and is given by (7).
As mentioned earlier, the above optimization problem is dif-

ficult to solve due to the nonconvex nature of the protection sur-
faces. However a number of algorithms have been developed.
Simulated annealing formed the basis of the approach reported
in [10]. Reliable convergence to the global minimum was ob-
tained, but the method was too slow for power systems of rea-
sonable size. A gradient-based technique was developed in [14].
It was shown that robust convergence could be obtained with a
predictor–corrector continuation algorithm. Computation time
was also acceptable.2 The gradient-based algorithm was applied
for each individual protection surface in the example. Results
are given in Table I.

From Table I, the lowest potential energy occurred on,
corresponding to the relay on line 3–1 at bus 3. The critical en-
ergy was , giving an estimated critical clearing time
of s. Simulation was used to check these results.
The critical trajectory is shown in Fig. 5. It turned out that due to
the nature of the disturbance (a fault at bus 2), was actually
encountered first, i.e., was the critical relay. The critical values
given by simulation were s and ,
which corresponded to a 7% error in the estimate of.

This result illustrates that the nature of the disturbance should
be taken into account when determining the critical energy.

2Initial location of the minimumV for each surface required around five
steps, with each step computationally equivalent to a power flow. In an opera-
tional setting, a tracking mode could be used to efficiently update minima.
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TABLE I
MINIMIZATION RESULTS(ANGLES AREREFERRED TOG3)

Fig. 5. Critically cleared trajectory, based on protection operation.

The disturbance influences the direction of the trajectory. Only
protection and viability surfaces which lie in that direction, i.e.,
that can possibly be intersected by the trajectory, should be con-
sidered. Otherwise the minimum might correspond to a sur-
face which can never be encountered (for that disturbance). Use
of that overall minimum , as in the example, would give
overly conservative stability estimates.

This concept of restricting attention to “relevant” protection
and viability surfaces is similar to controlling UEP ideas. In the
UEP case, the critical energy associated with a particular dis-
turbance is given by the UEP which is relevant to that distur-
bance [12], [13]. In Section IV, we propose an approach for de-
termining the relevant surfaces. The approach is motivated by
controlling UEP ideas.

If the controlling protection surface had been used in the
example, the estimated critical clearing time would be 0.398 s.
This compares well with the actual value of 0.403 s given by
simulation. The slight conservativeness is inherent in Lyapunov
stability region estimation, and occurred because
when the system trajectory touched the protection surface.

In Fig. 5 the system trajectory was tangential to the protection
surface . If the fault clearing time was increased slightly,
the zone 1 distance protection relay at bus 2 would operate and
trip line 2–1 instantaneously. Simulation with s, i.e.,
just beyond the critical clearing time, is shown in Fig. 6. The
system is unstable due to this subsequent protection operation.

Fig. 6. Line 2–1 tripped by protection operation.

Fig. 7. Connecting network representation.

IV. DETERMINING RELEVANT SURFACES

A. Justification

Not all protection relays and viability constraints are influen-
tial following a disturbance. (In fact, generally very few will be.)
Reasons for that include remoteness from the disturbance, and
the nature of the transients initiated by the disturbance. Fig. 3
provides a useful illustration. It can be seen that the direction of
the trajectory has quite a bearing on which relays may poten-
tially be activated. Also, some protection characteristics cannot
be reached without first encountering one of the other charac-
teristics. Therefore, many relays and viability constraints can be
eliminated from the search for the one that gives the true (dis-
turbance dependent) .

A clever approach to identifying a set of vulnerable relays
was proposed in [1]. Relay ranking was based on properties of
the network admittance matrix, but did not take account of the
disturbance. However the previous example indicated a need
for the disturbance to be considered in determining the critical
energy. A procedure which achieves that aim is now proposed.

B. Relevant Surface Method

A controlling constraint method is proposed for eliminating
irrelevant relays and viability limits. It is based on the proper-
ties of the controlling UEP [13], andconnecting networkideas
proposed in [15], where the concept of energy of separation
was used.

Following a large disturbance, a power system will usually
split into two coherent groups of generators, for example
groups A and B of Fig. 7. The controlling UEP can be directly
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associated with that mode of instability. The network between
the two groups is called the connecting network. As the
two groups swing apart, i.e., the angle between the groups
increases, the voltages at buses in the connecting network
fall, and the angular differences across lines of the connecting
network increase. Therefore viability constraints associated
with buses and lines of the connecting network are relevant
for the disturbance. Further, it can be seen from (16) that
(derived from the apparent impedance) will fall for lines in
the connecting network. Therefore those lines become more
vulnerable to protection operation.

Note though that within each coherent group, angular differ-
ences remain close to normal. So bus voltages and line angles
within those groups do not deviate greatly. Consequently
remains high for those lines, and they are not susceptible to pro-
tection operation. Hence it is sensible to restrict the search for
critical relays and viability constraints to lines and buses that
form part of the connecting network associated with the con-
trolling UEP.

C. Individual Line Energy

Dissection of the network energy into individual line energies
helps to identify vulnerable lines. Expressions for line energies
follow directly from the Lyapunov function (3)–(5). Kinetic en-
ergy plays no role in the line energy; only the potential energy
needs to be considered. Each term of (5) can be written on a line
basis as follows.

Term 1: For each line, the energy associated with the first
term of (5) is simply

(9)

Term 2: It is shown in [15] that the second term can be ex-
pressed in the form ofindividual line energies as

(10)

where is the line angle for theth line, which joins
buses and , and is the line power at the
stable EP.

Term 3: To express the third term as line energy, it is conve-
nient to use the reactive load model . Then the
integrals can be evaluated, giving the expression

The energy associated with each line can be identified from this
summation in the same way as for term 1, giving

(11)

Remarks:

• Interesting cancellation occurs between the terms (9) and
(11) for constant admittance loads, .

• The form of term (11) is not applicable for constant reac-
tive power loads, . Similar analysis yields the appro-
priate form.

• The ZIP model for reactive load is a special case of the
more general model used to derive (11).

Hence, the total energy associated with each line can be ob-
tained as

(12)

where line joins buses and . As mentioned earlier, the con-
necting network experiences more significant bus voltage and
line angle deviations than the coherent groups. Therefore
will be greater for lines in the connecting network.

D. Algorithm

For a particular disturbance scenario, well established tech-
niques can be used to solve for the controlling UEP [12], [13].
At the controlling UEP, line energies can be calculated using
(12) and the (a measure of the apparent impedance seen
by relays) obtained from (16). Those values are used3 to iden-
tify line protection devices that are most vulnerable, i.e., most
likely to operate. Quantities that are at risk of violating viability
constraints, e.g., buses that are vulnerable to voltage dip, can be
identified directly from abnormal UEP values. The examples of
Section V illustrate this process.

V. EXAMPLES

A. Three Bus Case

The algorithm for predicting the most vulnerable relays was ap-
plied to the three bus system of Fig. 2. Faults were applied at
each generator bus in turn. Results are summarized in Table II.

Table II gives the values of and (based on ,
zone 1) calculated at the UEP. For comparison, it also gives
values of obtained from simulation. These latter values are
the minimum of each over the post-disturbance trajectory.
(The fault clearing time for each case is identified in the table.)
Low values of indicate vulnerable lines. High values of
identify lines that make a significant contribution to the critical
energy , and hence are vulnerable. The table shows complete
correlation is all cases. For example, when bus 1 was faulted, the

3Both measures provide qualitatively similar results, so either could be used.
The computational costs are small though, so we have chosen to use both to
minimize the risk of overlooking vulnerable lines.
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TABLE II
LINE ASSESSMENT FORTHREE BUS CASE

Fig. 8. IEEE 14 bus power system.

connecting network consisted of lines 1–2 and 1–3. The table
shows higher values of and lower values of for those lines.
The other fault cases follow a similar pattern.

In Section III, a fault at bus 2 was considered. It was found
that the minimum was given by line 1–3, but the controlling
surface actually corresponded to line 2–1. It is now clear from
Table II that line 1–3 is not part of the connecting network (for
this disturbance), and hence is not relevant. Therefore it should
not enter into the minimization (8). However line 2–1 is part of
the connecting network.

B. IEEE 14 Bus Case

The IEEE 14 bus system is shown in Fig. 8. Data for this
case can be found in [16]. A three phase fault was applied at
bus 3. The critical energy of the controlling UEP was found

TABLE III
LINE ASSESSMENT FORIEEE 14 BUS CASE

to be , which gave a critical clearing time
s. The system was stable for when

protection devices were ignored. However when distance
protection was considered on all lines, with for zone
3, the post-disturbance transient passed through zone 3 for
line 2–3 (seen from bus 2) and for line 4–3 (seen from bus 4).
Therefore protection operation should not be ignored.

Table III gives the values of and (based on )
calculated at the controlling UEP, for selected lines. Lines
2–3 and 4–3 are correctly identified as vulnerable.4 (This is
confirmed by obtaining from simulation. These values are
given in Table III for comparison.) Minimizing over

gave . The associated
estimate of the critical clearing time was s. The
actual critical clearing time, which ensured no protection
operated, was s. The estimate was therefore only
1% in error.

VI. CONCLUSION

Operation of protection devices and mal-operation of other
system components during post-disturbance transients can sig-
nificantly affect the ability of a power system to recover from
a disturbance. A system which was otherwise stable may lose
stability because of some protection or viability induced event.
The paper illustrates such a case.

Power system security assessment, including calculation of
dynamic ATC, must therefore take account of stability, pro-
tection operation and viability. A direct assessment technique
which achieves that objective has been proposed in this paper.
Further, the proposed technique provides insights that are useful

4From a design perspective, the values ofw at the UEP provide guidelines
for setting�’s so that the risk of unplanned protection operation is minimized.
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Fig. 9. Line diagram of system between busesi andk.

for siting and tuning protection schemes such as out-of-step
blocking/tripping.

Lyapunov (energy) function concepts underlie the proposed
assessment technique. Energy function methods assess the secu-
rity of systems by comparing the energy acquired by the system
during the disturbance with a critical value. The incorporation
of protection devices and viability limits requires the redefining
of the critical energy. Lyapunov stability arguments have led to
the critical energy being defined as the minimum potential en-
ergy over protection and viability surfaces.

For real power systems, the number of protection devices and
viability constraints may be very large. The required minimiza-
tion may be computationally infeasible. Therefore an approach
to identifying vulnerable protection devices and relevant via-
bility constraints has been proposed. This procedure is based
on controlling UEP concepts. Its application is illustrated in the
paper.

APPENDIX

DISTANCE PROTECTIONMODEL

The protection assessment concepts presented in this paper
can be illustrated using distance protection [11]. Note though
that the ideas extend to other forms of protection and viability
limits.

Distance protection relays determine the “apparent
impedance” seen from a bus, and operate if that value
falls below a preset threshold. Referring to Fig. 9, the apparent
impedance seen by a relay at bus, along a feeder between
buses and is given by

(13)

where and are the voltage magnitude and angle at bus,
and and are the feeder resistance and reactance.

The operating criterion of a distance relay for a particular
fault is defined according to the impedance diagram shown in
Fig. 1. The relay at buscorresponding to the line between buses

and will operate if

(14)

where

(15)

is the center of the mho circle in the complex plane.
Note that each circle in Fig. 1 corresponds to a different value

of . For typical relay settings, for zone 1, and
for zone 2. Zone 3 settings are power system dependent,

with usually much higher than for zone 2. Generally, if the
system enters zone 1, the relay will send an instantaneous trip

signal. For the other zones, the system must remain within the
trip region for a preset time before a trip signal will be initiated.
However, the system is considered vulnerable any time these
zones are encountered.

An alternate form of the operating criterion can be obtained
by substituting (13) and (15) into (14), giving

and hence

Letting

(16)

gives the relay operating criterion

(17)

Interestingly, the actual line impedance plays no role in this
expression.

The operating criterion (14) or alternatively (17) can be
written in the general form

as all load bus variables are algebraic states, i.e., elements of.
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